Americas Best Value Inn Partners with Hotels4Truckers.com
(CLEVELAND, September 21, 2011) – Americas Best Value Inn® today announced a partnership
with trucker-friendly website Hotels4Truckers.com, as site members can save up to 12 percent on
room reservations at nearly 200 participating ABVI locations across the United States.
“This is an exciting opportunity, partnering with such an innovative concept that
looks out for the best interests of truck drivers. Visitors to the site will gain access
to hundreds of conveniently located, trucker-friendly Americas Best Value Inns
throughout the country, and site members will enjoy the discounted rates being
offered by our hotels,” said Vicki Schell, vice president of distribution for Vantage
Hospitality Group, which is the parent company of Americas Best Value Inn,
Canadas Best Value Inn ®, Chinas Best Value Inn®, Value Inn Worldwide®,
Lexington Hotels® and Lexington Inns®.
Hotels4Truckers.com is a new website developed and launched by a trucking industry veteran, aiming
to help semi-truck drivers find great hotels that have the parking capacity to handle 75-foot long
tractor trailers. The website provides both members and non-members useful information on
trucker-friendly motels, hotels and other lodging across the United States, helping drivers avoid having
to spend their nights in the sleeper berths of their rigs. For only $10 per year, members gain access to
corporate hotel chain discounts and special trucker rates listed by individual hotels. In addition to
semi-truck drivers, the site is useful to bus drivers and families traveling with an extra trailer or boat.
“Hotels4Truckers is very excited to partner with Americas Best Value Inn,” said Dan
Fuller, President of Hotels4Truckers. “Americas Best Value Inn has stepped up to
the plate and shown its support of America’s hard-working truck drivers. Americas
Best Value Inn has said that it values trucker business, and we look forward to a
long relationship in serving our nation’s truckers with great trucker-friendly hotels!”
About Americas Best Value Inn
A family of over 950 inns, hotels, and suites located throughout North America, Americas Best Value
Inn offers guests hometown comfort, quality and service at an exceptional value. Convenient locations
and a variety of accommodations make Americas Best Value Inn ideal for the leisure and business
traveler. Guests enjoy free high-speed Internet, HBO and continental breakfast at most locations and
are encouraged to join the Value Club loyalty program to receive instant savings and upgrades. Visit
www.AmericasBestValueInn.com or call 888-315-2378 for reservations and locations.
About Hotels4Truckers.com
Hotels4Truckers, the only trucker-friendly hotel directory, helps truckers and large vehicle operators to
quickly and easily find hotels that can accommodate oversized vehicles. Hotels4Truckers works with
leading hotel chains, including Choice Hotels International, Wyndham Hotel Group, Vantage Hospitality,
Accor North America, Red Roof Inn and independent hotels to offer truckers the best hotels that can
accommodate their oversized vehicles. In addition, Hotels4Truckers members get great discounts and
special truckers rates at participating hotel chains and individual hotel properties. For more
information, contact Dan Fuller at
Dan@Hotels4Truckers.com or 888-820-8939.

